JIVE
ARCHIVING
Easily capture Jive communications
for compliance and eDiscovery.

ARCHIVE ALL COMMUNICATIONS USING
YOUR EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE
Jive is a collaboration and knowledge management
tool. It’s Chime mobile app powers real-time
messaging for teams. It describes itself as “Social
intranet software that drives employee engagement
and productivity” and it connects “all your people,
information and systems in a single collaboration
hub and digital workplace.” Jive was acquired
by Aurea software in June 2017.
Communications taking place over Jive can easily
be archived when adding Merge1 to your existing
infrastructure. As opposed other solutions, which
require sending your workforce’s critical, sensitive
communications to a third party data store, Merge1
captures Jive communications and stores them in
your existing email archive, whether on-prem (e.g.
Veritas Enterprise Vault) or in the Cloud (e.g.
Microsoft Office 365).

Once archived, Jive communications can be retained,
supervised for compliance and searched for eDiscovery
and internal Information Governance.

Merge1 for Jive features:
Captures emails and chats
Supports persistence chats
Archives attachments
Preserves headers, original message time and
other data for accurate search and retrieval
during eDiscovery
Archives custom headers (where applicable)
to allow for easy search
Produces a similar look and feel as the
native message

Combines chats into easy to read threads

Benefits of Merge1:
Avoid fines, penalties and other enforcement
actions by regulatory bodies such as the SEC
and FINRA
Reduce compliance related costs and recurring
fees

The ideal combination of power
and simplicity:
Archive agnostic
Fully customizable
On-prem or Cloud
Easy to set up and deploy

Mitigate risk involving internal investigations,
external audits and lawsuits

“Merge1 is an integral and invaluable tool.

Maintain control over your data

for capturing EML/Reuters, Blackberry, Symphony

Capture all communications.
Archive popular message content types including
social media, IM, financial platforms, and Cloudbased content.
Merge1 archives dozens of content types and can
be customized to archive any content.

My team uses Merge1 to meet companyneeds
and Bloomberg data. The product is intuitive, easy
to set up, and I appreciate the personalized sale
and support attention we receive. I would
recommend Merge1 to anyone.”
— VP of Compliance at
a Large International Bank

Archiving all your content with Merge1 helps you
comply with industry regulations and enhances
your eDiscovery results.
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